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PRESS RELEASE 
EJI SUCCEEDS IN PROTECTING PERFORMERS' ONLINE MUSIC RIGHTS AGAINST DEEZER 
 
Budapest, 8 April 2016 | EJI, the Hungarian Collective Rights Management Society of Performing Artists 
gained an important victory in the test case launched against streaming music provider Deezer. The 
purpose of the test case was to make Deezer pay performers for the online use of their music. After two 
years of litigation, the court now resolved that failing to pay performers for the online use of their music is 
an infringement of their rights. 
In result of the verdict Deezer will be compelled to pay performers starting from October 2012, the date of its entry 
into the Hungarian digital music market. Since the tariffs of EJI are applicable to all performers, most of whom never 
received any remuneration for online uses, and provide for a much higher share for performers from online revenues 
then thus far paid to them, when at all, by record producers, performing artists will quite certainly be the biggest 
winners of this decision. The court now also confirmed that the Hungarian regulation of online music rights by way 
of which performers may choose between collective or individual enforcement of their rights, is fully compliant with 
all international norms. 
“Protecting the online rights of performers is important not just for musicians but, apparently, also for their audience. 
Performers must receive fair remuneration for the online use of their music and I welcome the decision of the court” 
said Laszlo Benko of the music band Omega, a member of EJI's Royalty Committee. 
“Denying from performers the right to collectively enforce their rights is simply not fair, just as it is not fair to calculate 
their online royalties, if any, on the basis of old contracts designed for CD sales”, said Laszlo Gyimesi, President 
of EJI's and Secretary General of the Musicians’ Union, a musician himself. He added: “We will distribute all 
remuneration paid by Deezer to our performers without deducting a single penny for expenses”. 
“We know that some of the record labels, amongst other reasons because of the lawsuit we had started against 
Deezer, have already paid some monies to a small circle of performers. EJI will set off these verifiably paid monies 
against the remuneration paid by Deezer so no one has to worry about double payment.”     
In addition to bringing Deezer to court, EJI has called upon all other online music providers on the Hungarian market 
to respect the right of performers and pay them in accordance with local copyright regulations. 
 
 
EJI 
EJI is a Hungarian rights management society created by musicians, singers, actors and dancers in order to collect 
and distribute their remuneration. EJI has currently 1.300 members. In 2015, it distributed remuneration to over 
50.000 performers worldwide. 
 
 
Background information 
- In 1996 the World Intellectual Property Organisation adopted a Treaty on Performances and Phonograms 

(WPPT), which granted also to performers the right to licence the online use of their sound recordings. 
- The online rights of performers were incorporated into the Hungarian Copyright Act in 1999, simultaneously 

with introducing similar rights for authors. The Act entrusted the online rights of authors and performers to 
collective management, for the legislator believed this to be the preferred solution in view of mass uses of such 
rights, but also because authors and performers are generally the weaker party when negotiating about their 
rights with producers. Collective management however is not mandatory. Performers and authors are free to 
opt-out of it anytime and, instead, choose to manage their rights individually. 

- In 1999 EJI was registered by the competent authorities as the collective rights management society entrusted 
with the management of performers' online rights.  
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- From the early 2000's, there have been intensive talks between EJI and the so-called major record labels to 
find mutually acceptable solutions by way of which performers would preserve the benefits of protection and 
collective rights management, while labels would be able to keep their direct financial dealings with them. In 
2004 an agreement along these lines were signed between EJI and the major labels. According to the 
agreement, after EJI licensed an online music service in Hungary, record labels could simply have announced 
to EJI that in respect of this licensed service they wish to remain in direct financial contact with the performer. 
Upon presenting to EJI that the remuneration agreed with the perfomer was indeed paid out to her directly by 
the record producer, EJI was not to claim remuneration from this particular online music service provider. 
Unfortunately, most record labels failed to honour this agreement.  

- After ten years of continuous disregard for their rights, performers finally run out of patience and called upon 
EJI to start direct negotiations with Deezer, the first subscription-based online music provider on the Hungarian 
market. Deezer on the basis of information received from record labels claimed to have obtained warranties 
from them to the effect that – in contravention of the provisions of the Copyright Act – the online rights of 
performers were fully owned by them, and EJI thus had no title to represent such rights. Performers responded 
by instructing EJI to immediately sue Deezer for the infringement of their online music rights.  
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